Title: METHODS, CIRCUITS, SYSTEMS, SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, AND ASSOCIATED COMPUTER EXECUTABLE CODE FOR CHECKING AN IMPLIED OR DECLARED AGE AND/OR GENDER OF A PARTY ATTEMPTING TO ACCESS A DIGITAL RESOURCE SUCH AS ONLINE CONTENT OR A DIGITAL COMMUNICATION SESSION WITH ANOTHER PARTY THROUGH THE USE OF A COMPUTING DEVICE

Abstract: Disclosed are methods, systems, applications, and associated computer executable code for checking a declared or implied age and/or gender of a declaring party attempting to access a digital resource such as online content or a digital communication session with another party through the use of a computing device. According to embodiments self-executing code may be sent to a computing device of the declaring party and the code may access user I/O circuits of the computing device. The self-executing code may use the accessed I/O circuits to challenge and collect an audible response from the declaring party. Signal analytics techniques and algorithms may be used to assess a validity of the declaration.
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